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By Graham Cooke

Whenever we move into a new spiritual dimension of our calling and our ministry, we must
take the time to upgrade our relationship with God. Our calling comes at different levels at
different times; it is a progressive journey of discovery. When God takes us into the next phase
of our calling, our relationship with Him must also change.
Throughout our lives, we will enter into many different phases and experiences. It might be
a marriage or the birth of a child, a significant work promotion, a new responsibility, a new
ministry, or any other type of change. In seasons like that, we must take the time to upgrade
our peace and rest in the Lord. If we enter a new situation without fully immersing ourselves
in the stillness of God, we will live on our adrenaline and not out of our spirit. This power
boost may seem sufficient at the moment, but for every adrenaline high, there is also an
adrenaline low. We cannot sustain that needed adrenaline rush over the long term. Eventually
our energy will wither away and the new season will overwhelm us. We must learn to live in a
place of rest in the spirit.
Every experience of God, even resting in Him, should enable us to see Him in a different light.
Therefore, we need to constantly re-evaluate our relationship
with Him and take a deeper look at our walk with Him. We must
critically examine our current picture of God and determine
whether it is strong enough for the next life stage of our life
and call. If it’s not, the stress that we will experience will put
pressure on us to quit or scale down our involvement in the
new seasons of our lives. That same battle fatigue causes us to
shrink back from the challenges facing us. Exhausted, we will
talk ourselves out of taking the risks necessary to advance the
Kingdom of God. God has given us the ability to live under his
wing—we must recognize that we exist within the safety of His
love and grace, and not on our own.
I cannot emphasize this enough—every time we are led into a new phase of our journey,
we must take time to upgrade our image of God. We can travel confidently into any new
experience, no matter how challenging or difficult, in our relationship with Him. God wants to
build up your confidence right now, taking it to a whole new dimension.
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When we enter a new season it is important to ask ourselves relevant questions regarding its
likely impact on all of our relationships and current responsibilities. Present levels of stress will
need to be adjusted in the light of a deeper peace and rest that will be required on the next
leg of the journey.
Change is much better if it is gradual over time rather than a large, overwhelming
transformation requiring immediate extensive attention. The two questions required of us in a
consistent basis are found in Acts 2, verses 12 and 37:
What does this mean?
What must we do?
How will these adjustments affect our relationship with God and one another? How will this
new season deepen my love, joy and peace in the Holy Spirit?
We need to gain a fresh and more powerful image of the nature of God.
We need to practice our peace and our patience so that we can break
through, in harmony with others, into a new dimension of the Spirit.
God has not called us to do what seems possible, reasonable or normally
attainable; He has called us to do the impossible. He wants us to stretch
beyond our ability, our faith, and our capacity to reason. He wants us to
do more than we could ever imagine or dream. If you are reading this and
think that your call is attainable, it’s time for an upgrade. Christians are not
supposed to be doing what is possible. We’re supposed to be doing what
is impossible and outrageous. To accomplish our calling, we must put our
hand in the hand of God, learning to be completely dependent on the Holy
Spirit for everything.
We have not truly learned to be dependent on the Holy Spirit in every
facet of our lives—we continually try to make our own way. One of the
common charismatic prayers I have come to dislike
is “Holy Spirit, come.” For me, the prayer is not “Holy
Spirit, come,” but “Lord, take not your Holy Spirit from
me.” The Holy Spirit is ever-present, so our whole approach should be to
create a life where He is free to work. “Do what You want to do and let
us know what that is,” must become our prayer. In our relationship with
God, we must not do anything that will upset our delicate balance with
Him. Our task is to preserve our relationship with Him, not have to seek
one because we have not walked with Him properly.

“You are My
friends if you
do whatever I
command you…”
John 15:14

When the Lord tells us to seek Him, it is for one of two reasons. Firstly,
because we are backslidden or have become indolent in our walk and must recover the
ground of our relationship with Him. Secondly, it is because we are coming into a new season
and must take the time to develop a deeper expression of God in our hearts. In this context,
He seeks us to first establish His desire in us. Our job is to make Him welcome and do the
things which keep the Holy Spirit with us.
That balance hinges on our obedience, “You are My friends if you do whatever I command you,”
Jesus said in John 15:14.
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A relationship with God depends on our obedience to Him. If we heed His commands, we will
abide in His love. Obedience is a key to the presence of God—learning to simply rest and stay
in God is a spiritual discipline.
Lutheran Renewal

Many of us are coming into a new thing right now, with a new call or new responsibilities or
a new role. What does it mean for you this year? What does it mean for your relationship
with God?
In this upgrade, God wants to declare something else to you about Himself. You see, God
always wants to be something significant for us. The question shouldn’t be, “Why is this
happening to me?” The “why” question is never answered on earth. It is the wrong question.
It should be “What is it that God wants to be for me now that He couldn’t be at any other
time, in any other way?” What is it about your current situation that is designed to bring you
into a deeper relationship with God? Every circumstance in our life is about that - difficulty
and blessing. If you are being severely challenged right now, God wants to be something
for you. If you’re walking in incredible favor and transformation, He’s showing you His nature
in that, as well.
God wants to declare what He is becoming to you. Like Moses,
you have fresh favor to ask Him to go deeper. God is the sneakiest
Person on the planet. You cannot have a desire for Him that is
unmatched by His desire for you. In fact, if you really want to know
where you are with God, check out what is in your own heart. What
are you sighing about right now? During those times you sit in the
presence of God and your heart sighs for Him, what is it you are
sighing for? Understand that your sigh originated in His heart. He
is longing for you, reaching out to you!
When you understand what it is your spirit is sighing for, you will
understand exactly what He wants to do. You cannot have a desire or longing for God that
he did not put there. Your heart for Him is simply a reflection of His heart for you; God has us
longing for the things He most wants to give us.
When God showed Moses His glory, in Exodus 33, it was not a spontaneous act. God was
being purposeful with His servant; He had this planned for quite a while. It was part of His
step-by-step plan to reveal Himself to Moses.
What is the nature of your current request of God? In your relationship with Him, what are
you asking for? What is the Holy Spirit doing in your life right now? What is He provoking in
you? What are you longing for? These are questions you must think through and meditate on
because God’s plan for the next phase of your call is already in action. He has been purposeful
with you from the very beginning.
I truly believe that there is no place for burnout in the church. People who burnout in
ministry haven’t properly upgraded their relationship with God. If you don’t take care of your
relationship with God, your ministry actually becomes a focal point and you fall into idolatry.
What you think about most is what you love the most. If you are consumed with your ministry,
your leadership, your church, your role, or whatever else, and you are not consumed by who
God is for you, you’re headed into idolatry. And burnout looms around the corner. Therefore,
God must be foremost in our hearts.
When God is cemented at the fore of our hearts we see our relationship with Him deepen in
ways we never thought possible. There is a place in the Holy Spirit set aside for every one of
us where we can make the enemy tired, depressed, weary, confused and exasperated. It’s a
place where our relationship with God has a profound effect on the enemy and the people
we live amongst. What we think about God can shatter the hold of darkness on our friends
and family. Our intimacy with God should be our most intimidating weapon against the
w w w. L u t h e r a n R e n e w a l . o r g
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enemy. We have all seen people trying to operate in authority when they just don’t have
it—it’s painful to see. As well-trained charismatic Christians, we think getting louder is how
we should try to take authority. But our authority comes out of who we are in Christ, and our
capacity to intimidate the enemy comes out of our intimacy with God.
The Lord’s favor is available to every single one of us. It’s favor to understand God, to go to
a deeper level in Him, and to upgrade our vision and image of who God is for us. It’s part of
coming into the next phase of accomplishing the impossible. It’s a necessary revelation of
who God is. It’s amazing how God works. When you move into a deeper place with God, the
stress that flows out of your life and ministry actually cements and establishes your upgraded
relationship with him.
The antidote to stress and crisis is upgrading our fellowship with God. I know there are
different things on my agenda this year related to my call, and I know that makes me
vulnerable. I’m going to have to wade through some stuff about myself, fight my feelings of
inadequacy, and battle insecurity. I’m confident where I am right now, but when God increases
the call in my life, I know I have to go back to working through all of those issues again. I have
to translate my weakness into joyful vulnerability. I must upgrade my relationship with Him,
becoming more intimate than ever before.
What distinguishes a true believer, someone who is
walking in the spirit as opposed to their soul—mind,
will and emotions—is the favor that ties into our
intimacy with God. In Exodus 33:15-16, Moses made
it clear what he needed from the Lord during the
next season of his life:
“If Your Presence does not go with us, do not bring us
up from here. For how then will it be known that Your
people and I have found grace in your sight, except
You go with us? So we shall be separate, Your people
and I, from all the people who are upon the face of the
earth.”
Favor comes from having the presence of God traveling with us. We know we carry that favor
when He lives among us. We are people of His presence; we must learn how to abide in it. We
must learn how to rest, dwell, and remain in God’s arms.
Taken from The Nature of God: Upgrading Your Image Of God And Who He Wants To Be For
You. Copyright © 2003 by Graham Cooke. Used by permission of Brilliant Book
House. You may order copies of this book from: BrilliantBookHouse.com.
Graham will be our speaker at “The Favor of the Lord” Equipping
Conference on February 4-5, 2011, in St. Paul, MN. See enclosed brochure.

Graham Cooke
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Living in the Future Tense
By Paul Anderson

We touch all three time zones—past, present, and future.
But we don’t live in all of them. Some live in…
The past.

People who live there speak more with “if only’s” than
with “what if’s.” The painful past has paralyzed them,
keeping them imprisoned from a good tomorrow or a
restful today. They cry, “If only I had been accepted into
college…If only I had not lost my job…If only our child
had not died…If only my spouse had not divorced
me.” Yesterday has laid claim to them, either by their
mistakes or misbeliefs, or by the tyranny of others, or
by the sadnesses of life. Parents who mean well but
keep us from a positive identity can condemn us to
our past. Full of fear or guilt, we carry no mechanism
to uproot ourselves and walk into our destiny.

Jesus memorialized
a woman more
engaged with the
past than willing
to walk into a new
destiny when He said, “Remember Lot’s wife.” She was
assaulted by her own wrong choices. Many remain
victims of Dad’s lack of engagement or a pastor’s
wrong priorities. But in either case, making the
geographical change from the state of the past to the
present or the future appears unlikely. And for Lot’s
wife, it definitely was.

The paralytic encountered by Jesus models this life
style. Victimized by disease, he is consigned to sit by
the Pool of Bethesda and wait—and wait—and wait.
When Jesus asks him if he wants to be healed, we
would expect a joyful response. Instead, he says why
it probably will not happen. Hope has long since been
ushered out of his life. He assumes the role of victim
to the fullest, irritated that others will not help him in
his plight. Some victims (certainly not all) abandon
the option that living responsibly could offer any
possibility for a brighter future. Jesus pulled the rug
out from under this invalid—He healed him. Then
Jesus told him, “Stop sinning, or something worse will
happen to you,” showing us that this man’s attitude
had kept him from making necessary changes in his
life.

Some people, however, are chained to the past more
out of pleasure than pain. Yesterday gave them joys
that have long since faded, like the has-been movie
star or the business executive whose company folded
because he drank too much, or the church that holds
rich memories of past glory but no imagination for the
future. I once attended such a church. The plush red
carpet and pictures on the wall of the famous former
pastor (whose name everyone knows) indicated that
they got stuck three decades ago. I left realizing that
I had just visited a museum, not a church. Choosing
pleasures long since retired seems preferable to facing
up with the headaches of today. Can you blame them?
When our family once left “It’s a small, small world” at
Disneyland and crowded onto the smoggy Santa Ana
Freeway, we far preferred Fantasyland to…

Wounded people, victims of emotional or physical
trauma, can easily fall into the trap of living more
with regret than with hope. They are clouded by
what has been and cannot see what could be. Their
dreams have long since morphed into nightmares.
They are looking back over their shoulders rather
than looking forward with a gleam in their eyes. While
hope stabilizes those who live with the future tense,
hopelessness robs victims of an anchor, and they drift
sadly in their negative emotional river of resentment
and shame.

The present.
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Most people we know live in the present, pursuing the
elusive American Dream. They adopt the philosophy
that Paul condemned, “Let us eat and drink, for
tomorrow we die” (I Cor. 15:32). Without a grasp of
a preferable future, they give today their best shot.
They bow before the god of Materialism and live as if
tomorrow does not exist. Death speaks the final word,
so they grab as many toys as they can before they stop
breathing. They make happiness a goal rather than a
fruit and get on the frantic fast lane, attempting to lay
hold of things that rust.
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Paul wrote tragically, “Demas has forsaken me,
having loved this present world” (2 Tim. 4:10), with an
emphasis on the present. He sacrificed a sure future
for an illusion. So did Judas, described by John as
one who cared for himself rather than for the poor
and who robbed from the treasury that sustained
the Son of Man (John 12:6). Without the confidence
of the resurrection, people live as if death means
six feet under. What one writer calls “the tyranny of
the urgent,” the now of life pushes people to make
irrational decisions that reduce them to puppets and
eliminate their chances for a good tomorrow. The
immediate trumps the ultimate. We may call such
people capitalists; Jesus in a parable calls them fools.
They have been deceived into thinking that what they
see is what they get. In reality, they are the living dead
in “this present darkness,” cut off from…
The future.

Jim Eliot, in the oft-quoted word of wisdom, wrote,
“He is no fool who loses what he cannot keep to gain
what he cannot lose.” His bloody body on the shore
of the Amazon River shows those willing to believe
that death does not have the final word. The very
men guilty of the massacre of five young missionaries
later embraced the cross that had saved Jim and his
partners, and they were cleansed by the blood of
another Man, the Man Christ Jesus. Jim, and all who
believe in Jesus, proclaim the resurrection of the body
and live in the future. As Peter urges, we set our hope
fully on the grace that is coming to us at the revelation
of Jesus Christ (I Peter 1:13).
So we live with a dream, but it is God-directed rather
than culturally imposed. We live with glorious “what
if’s”: “What if God blesses our business”…”What if
He gives us children”…”What if I get a scholarship”…
”What if revival comes to our campus!” The past is
our comrade, not our tyrant. Joe Johnson, a pastor
friend, says, “You know that you are healed when you
can thank God for how He has used the pain of your
past.” We discover to our delight that our pain, when
sanctified, brings strength and blessing. So as Moses
tells us to do, we look back and remember (the word
is used thirteen times in his Deuteronomy sermon)
the faithfulness of God. The past propels us into a
certain future. We rejoice in the past; we just don’t
live there. We learn to see the invisible and believe
the impossible. The present engages us, but it doesn’t
oppress us. We live as aliens from another country,
where we plan to settle after this short life. We were
6

the wounded, but we graduated to worshipers. We
march together, on a journey to the city built by God
and bought by Jesus. We sing songs of hope, having
left the bed of hopelessness and sprouted wings like
eagles. We believe in the God of Abraham, Isaac and
Jacob, the God of the living, not the God of the dead.
We plan to inherit the earth, because we have given it
up for greater treasures. We sing the old Gospel song,
“This world is not my home; I’m just a passin’ through.
My treasures are laid up somewhere beyond the blue.
The angels beckon me from heaven’s open shore,
And I can’t feel at home in this world anymore.”
Like Jim Eliot, we do not fear death because we have
been given endless life. We look forward to “that day,”
often spoken about in Scripture. We praise God for our
history, and we rejoice in our destiny.
What about those Scriptures that
call us to the present, like “Now
is the time of God’s favor, now is
the day of salvation” (2 Cor. 6:2)
or that tell us to focus on the
needs of today, not the worries
of tomorrow (Matt. 6:34)? We
can only live in the present if
we are fixed on eternity as we
are commanded (Col. 3, 1,2).
Otherwise, today swallows us
alive and prevents us from seeing
beyond the invisible. Living by
faith means setting our eyes on what is unseen (2 Cor.
4:18).
We all live as victims of our past to some degree, but
as we forgive others and accept responsibility for
ourselves, we turn from victims to victors. No one
was victimized more than Jesus, and God used His
victimization for the greatest good of those who put
Him there. He can do the same for those who trust
in Him. On bad days, I swallow some regret and pain
from the past, or I allow myself to be oppressed by the
present. On better days I believe with Paul that “our
light and momentary troubles are achieving for us an
eternal glory that far outweighs them all. So we fix our
eyes not on what is seen, but on what is unseen. For
what is seen is temporary, but what is unseen is eternal”
(2 Cor. 4:17, 18). Like Paul, we can live today with
eternity in view.
Lutheran Renewal
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Aris e ! Wo me n’s M inistr y Presents...

Huntington Beach, CA

Women’s Night Out

Tending Your
Field of Dreams

November 1, 2010 • 7:00 p.m.

“Speak, Lord, Your Servant is Listening”
with Sue Erickson

Featuring empowering teaching,
passionate worship, personal prayer,
spiritual spa, dream interpretation
workshop...

Teaching, Worship by Bobbi Wichterman,
Prayer Ministry, and You!
Location: North Heights Lutheran Church
Roseville Campus in the Fellowship Hall
2701 Rice Street • Roseville, MN 55113
There is no charge and no need to r.s.v.p.
An offering will be taken.
For more information:
651-490-1517, ext. 10 or
www.LutheranRenewal.org

Judith MacNutt is a licensed psychotherapist
from Florida. She co-founded Christian Healing
Ministries with her husband, Francis MacNutt.
She is known for her extraordinary gifts of
discernment, compassion and love.
On-site cost: $60
Location: Robinwood Church• 5082 Argosy Ave. • Huntington Beach, CA 92649

Details: LutheranRenewal.org
Questions: 651-490-1517, ext. 20

There is no dream beyond the reach of
women in the Kingdom of God!

Coming Soon!
January 2011-May 2011
Meeting every other week

Arise! Uplink Groups
Mpls, St. Paul Metro

2011 Theme: You Shall ALL Prophesy
We will be meeting in homes to study
Graham Cooke’s book, Approaching the
Heart of Prophesy. Each evening will feature
teaching, sharing, prophetic prayer, and
fellowship. In addition, we will be going out
periodically to use what we’ve been learning.
There is no cost except the purchase of the
book: $13. Information and registration for
these groups will be given via e-mail, so sign
up today. Go to LutheranRenewal.org and
click on the Arise! logo. If you don’t have
e-mail you may call: 651-490-1517, ext. 10.
(If you live outside of the Mpls/St. Paul Metro
and would like to start a group in your area,
please contact: arise@LutheranRenewal.org.)
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Fr. Rainero Cantalamessa is making an historic visit to
the Twin Cities on October 29-November 3, 2010. He is the
Preacher to the Pope and the most prominent Catholic who
has publicly identified himself with the Catholic Charismatic
Renewal. He has written many books and is a profound
thinker and speaker.
October 30-31, November 1: Catholic Charismatic Conference
and One-day Retreat
Fr. Cantalamessa and others will be speaking at this
conference including Paul Anderson, Lutheran Renewal
Director. Paul believes the Lord is asking him to seek practical
ways to foster more unity between Catholics and Lutherans.
This conference is open to the public. Registration and fee
required.
• November 2, at 7:00 p.m.,
All Saints Catholic Church in
Lakeville, MN
• November 3, at 10 a.m. and
7:00 p.m., North Heights
Lutheran Church in Arden
Hills, MN
There is no cost to attend the meetings on November 2-3. An
offering will be taken.
For complete details concerning all of the above, see
enclosed brochure or visit: www.mncro.org.
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NEW!

R E S O U R C E S

Light Your Church on Fire Without Burning It Down!

David Housholder explains the world of Pentecostal Christianity in
an engaging, delightful, and intellectually satisfying way. This book
is iintended for curious Christians and spiritual seekers, addressing
topics such as: who, or what, is the Holy Spirit, speaking in tongues,
healing, deliverance, charismatic worship, and much more. ($10)

Answering Your Questions About Speaking in
Tongues Larry Christenson addresses questions like: “Is the gift

of tongues for today?” “What does speaking in tongues mean?”
“Is speaking in tongues for me?” and many more. ($8)

Baptism, God’s Activity of Grace

Dr. Morris Vaagenes answers questions such as, “Why is baptism
important?” “Is baptism a passport to heaven?” There are questions
for discussion at the end of each chapter. ($16)

Breaking Strongholds in My Life

A booklet by Paul Anderson that identifies key strongholds of
bondage in our lives and how we can break free through the power
of the Spirit and not merely by our own effort. ($2)

Building Christian Character

An inspiring and challenging study by Paul Anderson of 34
Christian character traits. The study gives a biblical meaning and
practical application of each trait. (Workbook or Teacher’s Guide:
$6 each; 8 or more, $5 each)

The Mantle of Esther

Larry Christenson uses the story of Esther to show the marvelous
promise and power that God attaches to the ministry of
intercession. Esther’s mantle is something that happens when the
intercessor draws close to the Lord. ($11)

Prayer Ministry (Expanded)

A booklet by Paul Anderson with practical help in training prayer
ministers. Twice the size of the original. ($3)

The Renewed Mind

This book by Larry Christenson touches on five major areas of
spiritual experience: Dependence on God; Facing challenges with
the authority of Christ; Patience; Discipline; Prayer. ($9)

Ride the River

Using a parable of Lewis and Clark’s exploration of the American
West, Larry Christenson helps you discover how God the Father
puts your life journey under the co-leadership of Jesus Christ and
the Holy Spirit. ($11)

What About Baptism? (Booklet)

The topics in this booklet by Larry Christenson include: Infant Baptism, Immersion, Re-baptism and Baptism with the Holy Spirit. ($2.25)

You Shall Be Baptized in the Holy Spirit

This book, written by Elsie Fuhrman, teaches believers how to receive
empowerment of the Spirit and how to minister it to others. ($7)

Church on Fire

Morris Vaagenes tells of the transformation and spiritual renewal
that came to North Heights that continues to this day. The lessons
learned can be applied to individuals and churches. ($13)

Dare to Dream

Do you want to discover your dream? Learn how to pursue it? Need
to recover broken dreams? In Dare to Dream, Paul Anderson will
help you to discover what God has placed inside of you! ($10)

Dare to Dream Workbook

This journaling book by Paul Anderson will assist you in creating
the kind of climate in which God-sized dreams can grow. Each page
has a Dream Reflection and accompanying questions. ($6)

Dare to Dream and Workbook Set ($14)
Especially for Pastors

Edited by Paul Anderson, a monthly Newsletter to encourage and
assist pastors as they shepherd the Lord’s flock. This newsletter is
available by e-mail only. ($12 annually for e-mail version. Please
include your e-mail address on the order form.)

The Father’s Gift

Paul Anderson has written a book that answers many of your
questions about the Holy Spirit. Are you wondering about the gifts?
Would you like to be filled with the Spirit? Can the Spirit really lead
us? There are questions at the end of each chapter. ($10)

The Gift of Tongues (Booklet)

A biblical study of this spiritual gift by Larry Christenson. He
also traces its connection with receiving the Holy Spirit, answers
questions, covers theological concerns, and discusses practical
aspects. ($2.25)

Healing From a Father Wound (Booklet)

A message by Paul Anderson that brings emotional and spiritual
healing to those who carry wounds from the past. ($2)
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Title

Quantity

(payment enclosed)

____________________________ ________
____________________________ ________
____________________________ ________
____________________________ ________

$ ____________
$ ____________
$ ____________
$ ____________

Merchandise Total $ ____________
Merchandise
$ 1 - $ 7.99
$ 8 - $32.99
$33+			

Shipping & Handling
$2.00
$3.00
$5.00

$ ____________

		
(shipping )
(Canadians: add $5.00) $ ____________

(Rest of the world: add $10.00) $ ____________
		

Merchandise plus Shipping $ ____________

			

(sub-total)

(Minnesota residents add 6.875% sales tax)		 $ ____________
			
(tax)

TOTAL $ ____________

			

(U.S. Funds)

To pay by credit card, please go to: www.LutheranRenewal.org
Name _______________________________________________
Address _____________________________________________
City _________________________________________________
State ________________________ Zip __________________
Phone _______________________________________________
E-mail _______________________________________________
Return to Lutheran Renewal:
2701 N. Rice Street; St. Paul, MN 55113
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